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Q1: Please Outline/describe of one or more processes, connections, insights, or analyses 
enabled through the strategic use of technology including before/after state. Consider 
topics such as workflow, application integration, systems integration, etc. 

In our implementation of Workfront, the long-term aspiration was an ecosystem (Synchrony 
branded “Cosmos”) that would provide a seamless connection of systems and processes 
required to efficiently manage and execute a marketing campaign.   
 
We started with Workfront’s out of the box functionality, pulling in different silos of teams’ work 
into a single project view that enabled transparency of bottlenecks, oversight into risk controls 
and opportunities for collaboration.  With Workfront’s APIs and our internal ACM platform, we 
were able to evolve our connected universe concept through critical integration with other 
systems.   
 
As we analyzed how our teams worked to execute Marketing campaigns, we continue to look at 
what actions are happening outside of Workfront in other systems.  This led to a few key 
integrations that streamlined the overall process.   
 

● Foreign Translation workflow- There are clients and campaigns that require foreign 
translation.  Prior to Workfront/ ACM, this process was completely disconnected and 
involved users having to remember to submit a request in another system to our 
Translation COE.  All the basic information for these translation requests had to be 
re-entered and creative files reuploaded.  Once the translation was completed by the 
COE, the user would have to remember to download/ upload them back to our legacy 
Campaign Management tool.  This presented an ongoing risk gap and an audit review 
nightmare.  In our Workfront request form, we have predefined selections that determine 
Translation requirements.  ACM determines if these requirements are met, and a task to 
complete the Translation workflow is automatically added to the project.  The task 
contains a unique url to the translation COE workflow.  All the relevant data from the 
Workfront request brief is automatically copied over to the workflow, including any files 
uploaded to the task that needs to be translated.  Once the translation team uploads the 
translated files to their workflow, ACM automatically copies these files back to the 
Workfront task, updates it with a note and changes the status to complete.   
 
 



 
● Automatically upload email approval notifications from other systems.  In our campaign 

process, there are a few systems that generate an email notification to a user that an 
action was completed.  Users are required to archive these approvals, which involved 
manually saving the email to their local desktop, locating the corresponding Workfront 
project task, upload the email and closing the task with a note.  Using our ACM platform, 
we have completely automated this process.  A generic mailbox is provided to the 3rd 
party system with the requirement of including the Workfront project ID and/ or task 
name.   Any email received from the pre-defined sender’s email address is captured by 
ACM, upload to the corresponding Workfront project and the task closed with an update 
of the action.   
 

● DLP/ P8 integration - As a financial services provider, how we handle sensitive data is 
heavily regulated.  Our users are trained on storing any files with sensitive Personal 
Identifiable Information (PII data) into our internal document management P8.  We place 
unique links to P8 on a custom form of every project at the time of creation. However, we 
also had to account for users mistakenly uploading files with sensitive data to Workfront. 
Our Data Loss Prevention (DLP) Security tool runs a daily scan of all the files in our 
Workfront instance and reports back to ACM any files that contain potentially sensitive 
data. ACM then moves any flagged files from Workfront to P8 and replaces these files in 
Workfront with a breadcrumb link to the new location in P8. 

 

Q3: Include a discussion of before/after performance, which may include both qualitative 
and quantitative measures such as worker satisfaction/enablement, time to value, 
margins, revenue, cost management, or project completion. 

 
Automation of User Actions- A major challenge in our Cosmos journey was user feedback that 
our Workfront implementation created net new admin project setup work, too many clicks and as 
a result slowed down processes.  With a volume of almost 12,000 projects in 2019, these are 
valid concerns.  We focused our 2019 ACM coding development to create enhancements 
throughout the year that automated user actions based on set business stakeholder rules.  Since 
our process starts with a Marketing user submitting a Workfront request brief, ACM listens for this 
event and takes several automated actions based on the user selections made.   
  

● The request is automatically converted to the appropriate standardized project template  
● The requestor is automatically assigned as the project sponsor   
● Irrelevant project tasks are automatically cancelled with a note added to the project as to 

which selections resulted in the cancellation   
● Different predefined approval workflows are added to tasks based on request selections  
● Campaign launch dates entered on the request automatically carry over to the Deploy 

Launch date task, which drives the project timeline after the automation recalculates the 
timeline   

● Project tasks are automatically assigned based on unique user entries in a “Team 
Assignments” custom form added to the user’s profile - Quoting Vazgen Babayan, 
Workfront Senior Product Manager after demoing this enhancement “This is steps ahead 
of any staffing enhancements we have planned in 2020”   



 
● Standardized project and program folders are automatically created and when users 

upload files to tasks the files are automatically added to the appropriate folder.  These 
automation enhancements improved worker satisfaction by 13% since July 2019 enabling 
them to focus more on the value-add work and less on administrative project setup. 
(Pulse survey Question: “Workfront and COSMOS make it easier for me to execute 
marketing campaigns”. 61% up to 74% in Q4 2019).  In parallel, they have undoubtedly 
improved our risk controls by ensuring required actions are consistently being taken and 
documented in a timely manner.  

 
Q4:   Please   include   your   future   plans   and   concepts   for   strategic   technology 
deployment.   
 
Our 2020 plan includes campaign complexity routing, cost/performance analysis, enhance 
monitoring of our ACM automation and system integrations.   
 
Campaign Complexity - Beginning this year, we launched a campaign complexity dashboard 
which identifies which campaigns are simple/complex, with an end-of-year goal to automatically 
route campaign requests to the appropriate individual based on skill  level.  Before we address 
new routing rules, the focus is to determine the average duration for each teams’ tasks (Q1 2020). 
This exercise will allow us to better understand our teams’ workload capacity and position us to 
better compare against campaign complexity.   
 
Ultimately, we will be able to allocate work by difficulty and availability (Q2 2020).  Once this is in 
place, we will work on right sizing campaign tasks based on complexity; remove steps for basic 
campaigns and add automation oversight for complex campaigns.   
 
Cost/performance analysis - Currently, we have identified the hourly cost per Workfront role and 
are assigning that to our standard project templates to create an estimated cost per project. 
However, all projects have different levels of complexity and changes that occur throughout the 
project which add additional cost.     

We have identified our levels of complexity and our various change control reasons.  

We plan to determine and apply fixed cost values to both these areas in Workfront and have our 
automation update the fixed cost section in Workfront when applicable.  

This will give us a better estimation of true project cost and enable decision making analysis on 
potential campaigns.  

We already have in place a dedicated Cosmos database that pulls down all the data from 
Workfront/ Proof, which syncs up with our internal Tableau servers. These Tableau servers are 
connected to other data sources like APT for pulling in Campaign Performance Results. One of 
our 2020 goals is to start pulling the newly identified cost per campaign data from Workfront into 
Tableau to compare against the APT performance results.  

We will use Tableau to analyze performance against cost and place this Tableau report in a 
Workfront dashboard for our Client Marketing Managers. This will provide a clear picture of 



 
which campaigns are working with cost considerations and create a new evaluation step prior to 
submitting a campaign request. Enhance monitoring of our ACM automation and system 
integrations  

- The Cosmos focus in 2019 was user enhancements through new automation and system 
integrations. We built several new connections at a very rapid pace and at the expense of strong 
monitoring capability. Of our nine Synchrony integrated business systems, we currently have a 
mechanism to report whether six of these systems are up and reachable. The same is true for 
five out of seven of our infrastructure connections. We have also created a web user interface 
that starts to show the real time status of some of these connections. By end of 2020 Q1, we plan 
to include the systems not reachable today and add a stamp for when all connections were last 
working. In 2020 Q2 and Q3, we will develop enhancements that will provide proactive alerts 
when there are issues and automate ticket creates to the appropriate teams through our existing 
Service Now integration. These same gaps exist with all the great automation we have 
developed and for any current issues, our support teams spend extensive time investigating 
through event logs. We will incorporate monitoring of all various Workfront automation and take 
the same approach to provide proactive alerts in Q2 and performance measuring in Q2. 
 


